
Choose an interest-free deal and spread costs over 
three years, with predictable monthly payments.

financing removes these challenges
and gives you instant access to the latest

Cisco technology from €1,000

easylease 0%

for all your Cisco solutions and more
on projects from €1,000

O%
Partner logo

You need the best technology
to compete in today’s digital world.

do you acquire essential IT equipment without
large upfront expense or high interest rates?

41%
With the CFO controlling the IT budget in 
41% of organisations, it's more important 
than ever to have an integrated technology 
and finance strategy.

of companies consider funding options 
before requesting a quote.75%

Source: Forrester survey

Avoid large upfront 
expense and high 

interest rates

Innovate sooner 
and accelerate

IT projects

Release
funds for other 

priorities

So, your business keeps
moving forward and stays agile

Respondents said that easier access 
to external funds allows them to 
acquire technology with a longer-term, 
more strategic mindset.

Total price
of your solution 36

That’s what you’ll
pay every month

You’ll pay every month

Fixed monthly price

months

€36,000

€1,000

36months

Regardless of your preferred Cisco solution or budget, 
with easylease you have the best financing:

whether you want to refresh your network, data center, upgrade 
security or improve productivity with new collaboration tools

Source: Forrester survey

Source: Forrester survey

Keep or return?

Everything on one easy-to-manage contract,
enabling you to add more solutions as your business grows.

Hardware

Software

Services

3rd party
solutions

After three years, you have the option to return the 
equipment at no cost. Or simply pay 1% of the total 

contract value to take full ownership.

Discover more

Partner name  ...................................................................
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Partner mail ...................................................................
*Financing products provided by independent third party financiers. Terms and conditions may apply.

Reducing total 
cost of ownership

Flexibility to 
manage budgets

Accelerated 
technology adoption

When assessing financing options, organisations say
the most important factor is:

easylease provides all these benefits and more.

32% 15%16%

70%

Build your own solution

easylease
financing
from €1,000

O%


